We introduce Question-Answer Meaning Representations (QAMRs), which represent the predicate-argument structure of a sentence as a set of question-answer pairs. We also develop a crowdsourcing scheme to show that QAMRs can be labeled with very little training, and gather a dataset with over 5,000 sentences and 100,000 questions. A detailed qualitative analysis demonstrates that the crowd-generated question-answer pairs cover the vast majority of predicate-argument relationships in existing datasets (including PropBank, NomBank, QA-SRL, and AMR) along with many previously under-resourced ones, including implicit arguments and relations. The QAMR data and annotation code is made publicly available 1 to enable future work on how best to model these complex phenomena.
Introduction
Predicate-argument relationships form a key part of sentential meaning representations, and support answering basic questions such as who did what to whom. Resources for predicate-argument structure are well-developed for verbs (e.g. PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) and FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) ) and there have been efforts to study other parts of speech (e.g. NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004) ) and introduce whole-sentence structures (e.g. AMR (Banarescu et al., 2013) ). However, highly skilled and trained annotators are required to label data within these formulations for each new domain, and it takes significant effort to model each new type of relationship (e.g., noun arguments in NomBank). We propose a new method to annotate relatively complete representations of the predicate-argument structure of a sentence, which can be done easily by non-experts. We introduce Question-Answer Meaning Representations (QAMRs), which represent the predicate-argument structure of a sentence with a set of question-answer pairs. Figure 1 shows an example QAMR. Following the QA-SRL formalism (He et al., 2015) , each question-answer pair corresponds to a predicate-argument relationship. There is no need for a carefully curated ontology of possible relationships and the labels are highly interpretable. However, we differ from QA-SRL in focusing on all words in the sentence (not just verbs) and allowing free form questions (instead of using question templates).
One key advantage of this approach is that QAMRs can be annotated with crowdsourcing. The biggest challenge is coverage, as it can be difficult to get a single annotator to write all possible QA pairs for a sentence. Instead, we introduce a novel crowdsourcing scheme, detailed in Section 2, where we distribute the work over multiple annotators by focusing them on different parts of the sentence, and include a simple incentive mechanism to encourage the labeling of as many QA pairs as possible. In total, we gather over 100,000 questions and their answers for 5,000 sentences in two domains (Newswire and Wikipedia).
Although the free-form nature of QAMR questions is crucial for efficient labeling of meaning relationships for all words, it also presents a unique challenge: The exact correspondence between QA pairs and predicate-argument relations is not obvious. 2 To study this challenge, in Section 4 we introduce a simple algorithm to deterministically convert a QAMR into a graph that more closely resembles traditional formulations of predicate-argument structure. These QAMR graphs have overall structural similarities to AMR (with 80% agreement on concept identification) and high coverage of relationships in PropBank and NomBank (including more than 90% of nondiscourse relationships). However, because they are automatically derived from QAMRs, they can be easily gathered and are highly interpretable.
A qualitative analysis of the language in QAMRs, described in Section 3, reveals that they also capture a variety of phenomena that are not modeled in traditional representations of predicate-argument structure, including instances of coreference, implicit and inferred arguments, and implicit relations (for example, between nouns and their modifiers). Building effective models for such phenomena is an open challenge, and the QAMR data and annotation scheme should support significant future work in this direction. Our code and data is open source and can be found at https://github.com/uwnlp/qamr.
Crowdsourcing
Our crowdsourcing task 3 is designed with two principles in mind: gather questions that are as simple as possible, and be as exhaustive as possible over the sentence. To achieve this, we used monetary incentives and crowd-arbitrated quality control in a two stage pipeline. Workers in the first step (generation) write questions and answers, and workers in the second step (validation) answer or reject them.
Generation To ensure coverage of question generation, we show workers an English sentence with up to four underlined target words. They are asked to write as many valid QA pairs as possible containing each target word. We define a valid question to: (1) contain at least one word from the sentence, (2) be about the sentence's meaning, (3) be answered obviously and explicitly in the sentence, (4) not be a yes/no question, and (5) not be redundant, where we define two questions as being redundant by the informal criterion of "having the same meaning" and the same answer. The answers are (possibly non-contiguous) sets of tokens from the sentence. All of these requirements were illustrated with examples in the instructions.
Validation The second component of our annotation pipeline is a question answering task. Workers receive a sentence (with no marked words) and a batch of questions that was written by an annotator in the first step (with no answers). For each question, the worker must mark it as invalid, mark it as redundant with another question, or highlight an answer in the original sentence, following the criteria above. Two workers validate and answer each set of questions. They are paid a base rate of 10c for each batch, with an extra 2c for each question they validated past four.
Incentives We use monetary incentives to increase coverage. In the generation task, a worker is required to write at least one question-answer (QA) pair for each target word to receive the base pay of 20c. An increasing bonus of 3(k + 1) c is paid for each k-th additional QA pair they write that passes the validation stage.
Quality control For generation, workers are disqualified if the percentage of valid judgments on their questions falls below 75%. For validation, workers need to pass a qualification test and maintain above 70% agreement with others, where answer spans are considered to agree if they have any overlap.
Data Preparation and Annotation
We drew our data from a set of 1,000 Wikinews articles from 2012-2015 and 1,000 articles from Wikipedia's list of 1,000 core topics. 4 We performed tokenization and sentence segmentation using the Stanford CoreNLP tools (Manning et al., 2014) and partitioned each set by document into train, dev, and test. We randomly sampled paragraphs from each part to gather about 2,000 sentences from each domain in the training set, and 250 from each in the dev and test sets. We also annotated 253 sentences from the Penn Treebank training and dev sets, chosen to overlap with existing resources for comparison (see Section 4). For each sentence, we grouped its non-stopwords sequentially into groups of 3 or 4 to present to annotators as the target words, filtering out sentences that containing no content words.
Dataset Statistics
We gathered 1 annotation for each batch in the training set, 3 for each batch in the dev and test sets, and 5 for each batch on the Penn Treebank sentences, constructing a relatively large training set and smaller but more exhaustive development/test/comparison sets. In total, we collected 155,122 questions with three answer judgments each. 132,660 (85.52%) of these questions were rated as valid by both validators. Figure 2 shows overall agreement statistics for question validation, which were very high across the three judgements. After filtering out questions counted invalid or redundant by either annotator, we also remove questions not beginning with a wh-word, 5 which we found to be low-quality. This left 81.3% of the valid questions, yielding 107,880 filtered questions in total. See Table 2 for the breakdown of these numbers across the dataset.
Data Analysis
In this section, we perform a qualitative analysis on the questions and answers in the combined and filtered training and development sets, with a total of 70,132 QA pairs. We show that our open annotation format captures a wide variety of properties and relations, even using a rich vocabulary to label fine-grained semantic relations that are implicit in the original text.
Variety of predicate-argument relations
We sampled a set of QA pairs for analysis by randomly drawing sentences and 20% of their annotated QA pairs until we reached 150 questions. See Table 1 for example QA pairs which will serve as a reference for the remainder of this analysis. We categorized our sample by the predicateargument relation they targeted in the original sentence. 6 In over 90% of cases, the QA pair directly corresponded to a predicate-argument relation expressed in the sentence. These relations varied, including both traditionally annotated predicateargument structures for arguments and modifiers of nouns and verbs, as well as relationships within proper names (examples 2c, 3a) and coreference (examples 3c, 6c).
Finally, a small number of questions target relations which cannot be aligned to the sentence at all. In our sample, these were all shallow inferences over the sentence (examples 3b, 9c).
Open-vocabulary types and roles
Despite the strong correspondence with predicateargument structure from the original sentence, 6 We assume a QA pair targets the relation corresponding to the semantic role of the wh-word in the question.
there was a large vocabulary of external phrases-5,687 unique phrases appearing 25,952 times (excluding stopwords)-that appeared in questions but not their respective sentences. In total, 38.7% of questions contain an external phrase. See Figure 4 for the most common ones.
We sampled 120 QA pairs with external phrases in the question, and found that they provide a rich semantic characterization of the entities and relations involved in a sentence's predicate-argument structure, as well as providing fine-grained identification of roles.
Entity typing In our sample, 42% of all uses of external phrases were for typing entities. 7 Consider example 7 in Table 1 : the words state and country are both used in different questions to identify entities that were mentioned in the sentence. This example also shows one reason these expressions were common: they were used to more clearly identify distinct answers to the questions where the semantic role being denoted (the location of the post office) was the same. There is a broad class of typing words used: 1,105 unique external phrases appear directly after what, which, or how, where they are used almost exclusively to type the answer.
Making implicit relations explicit Another common use of external phrases, making up 22% of our sample, was to assign explicit names to semantic relations that were otherwise only expressed implicitly through syntax. The most common example: What is X's first name? In Table  1 what type (e.g., example 4b). In fact, those two prefixes alone count for 8.5% of all questions. However, in many cases it is easy to see how those relationships may be more richly characterized in the QAMR paradigm, for example, asking Which measurement of speed? / top and What is it the speed of? / wind.
Semantics, not syntax
Finally, these questions go far beyond reproducing the syntax of the original sentence. By our analysis, only 63% of QA pairs characterize their predicate-argument relation using the same syntactic relationship as in the sentence. 5% are answered with phrases coreferent with the actual syntactic argument (Table 1 , examples 3c, 6c); 17% exhibit syntactic variation, using different prepositions (examples 6c, 8a), alternating between active and passive (example 1b), or changing between the noun and verb form of the predicate (example 10a); 6% ask about implicit arguments that are not syntactically realized in the sentence (examples 6b, 7c, 10b); and 6% ask about inferred relations that are not explicitly stated in the sentence (examples 3b, 10b).
Finally, there are hints of richer semantic phenomena that could potentially be captured in the QAMR paradigm. Example 4c, with the question What about it is very rare? identifies the focus of the rare predicate, while the questions in example 5 provide other clues about restrictivity and presupposition: while What eats? is only answered with snakes, What do smaller snakes do? may be answered with the more specific eat smaller prey. Finally, example 3c reveals the counter-factive nature of failed in the phrase failed to express remorse.
Inducing QAMR Graphs
In this section, we present an algorithm to automatically convert QAMRs to simple, interpretable structures we call QAMR Graphs. In a quantitative comparison, we use this algorithm to show that QAMRs cover the vast majority of relevant relationships contained in other widely used resources, including PropBank, NomBank, and AMR, despite the fact that QAMR labels can be easily gathered from any native speaker.
Definition
Given a sentence w = w 1 , . . . , w n and a QAMR {(q i , a i )|i = 1 . . . m}, a QAMR Graph is a graph whose nodes are subspans of w and whose edges are labeled with questions q i . Each edge points from a span in q i to a span in the corresponding answer a i , and none of the spans that appear as nodes intersect with each other. Figure 5 shows an example graph for the QAMR shown in Figure 1 .
Algorithm
Step 1: Node identification A span S from the sentence is identified as a node in the QAMR graph if: (1) it appears contiguously within a question or an answer, and (2) it is minimal, in the sense that no sub-span of S appears in any other QA pair independently of S. For example, given the QA-pairs we extract the set {join, Pierre, the board}.
Step 2: Predicate-argument extraction After node identification, we assume that each QA pair denotes a single proposition involving exactly one predicate and a subset of its arguments, where the predicate appears in the question. To identify the question predicate, we first assign each node its predicate score cq cq+ca , where c q is the number of occurrences of the node in a question and c a is the number of occurrences in an answer. We then identify the highest-scoring node in each question as its predicate, and identify all other nodes in the QA pair (including those in the question) as its arguments. The question then acts as the edge label between the predicate and the answer for the purposes of step 3.
Step 3: Structure Induction Given a list of predicate-argument structures from the previous Pierre Vinken , 61 years old , will join the board as a nonexecutive director Nov. 29 ROOT Who will join as nonexecutive director?
What is Pierre's last name?
Who is 61 years old?
How old is Pierre Vinken?
What will he join?
What will he join the board as?
What type of director will Vinken be?
What day will Vinken join the board?
Figure 5: Automatically constructed QAMR graph for the first sentence of the PTB.
step, we determine the final rooted graph structure by attaching all arguments to predicates by decreasing order of their predicate score and pruning non-projective edges from the result. In general, some of the resulting edges may come from a predicate attaching to arguments that appeared with it in a question, but not as an answer. These edges we give an empty label and treat as denoting relations missing from the QAMR.
Comparison to AMR
To assess the quality of our results, we compare the results to Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) structures. We compute two of the metrics suggested by Damonte et al. (2016) 8 : (1) Concept identification, which measures agreement on the nodes of the structures, and (2) an unlabeled variant of the SMATCH score (Cai and Knight, 2013) , which measures the agreement on the set of relations between concepts, ignoring their label. We judge both metrics only on sentence elements, ignoring AMR relations such as entity typing and PropBank predicates with a different lemma than that which appeared in the surface form.
Results are shown in Table 3 . Overall, our method achieves good agreement with AMR, comparable with current state of the art AMR parsing (83% F1 on concept agreement and 69% F1 on unlabeled SMATCH). These results confirm that our algorithm works well and affirm that QAMRs are effective at encoding the information present in more traditional representations of predicate-argument structure.
Disagreements with AMR Analysis reveals that the lower precision for concept identification is due to QAMR graphs' use of surface words to encode certain phenomena where AMR instead 8 We chose the metrics which are most relevant to our annotation, and do not require external knowledge, such as word sense disambiguation or wikification.
Metric
Precision Recall F1 Table 3 : Agreement of automatic QAMR graphs with gold AMR annotations on the first 100 sentences of the Penn Treebank development set.
uses non-core roles. These are relations which AMR encodes as properties from a predefined closed semantic lexicon (roughly 50 roles), often requiring external knowledge to predict. Consider, for example, the word nonexecutive. AMR omits the morpheme non and instead uses an executive concept with a :polarity modification, while the QAMR graph uses the original surface word as its concept. In addition to negations (which account for 1.7% of disagreements), this mismatch also occurs for phenomena such as numeric quantities (12.7%), date normalization (4.9%), and pronoun resolution (2.3%). Further, 59% of the missing relations according to the unlabeled SMATCH score stem from mismatch on non-core roles, such as :wiki, :quant, :consist-of, and :part-of.
Comparison to SRL
In addition to the comparison to the structured representation of AMR, we assess the coverage of QAMR on frame-based representations from three resources: PropBank, NomBank, and QA-SRL.
Preprocessing Each of these resources identifies a predicate-argument structure as a set of labeled arcs from a head word to argument spans. For each, we consider only those predicate-argument relationships within the scope of QAMR.
For PropBank, we filter out predicates and arguments that are auxiliary verbs, as well as reference (R-) roles since aligning these properly is difficult and their function is primarily syntac- tic. We also remove discourse (-DIS) arguments such as but and instead: these may be regarded as involved in discourse structure separately from the predicate-argument structure we are investigating. 78% of the original dependencies remain. For NomBank, we also remove auxiliaries, and we remove arguments that include the predicatewhich are present for words like salesman and teacher-leaving 83% of the original dependencies. For QA-SRL, we use all dependencies, and where multiple answers were provided to a question, we take the union of the answer spans to be the argument span.
Methodology To compare the QAMR data to these resources, for each QA pair we apply the first two steps of the structure induction algorithm to determine its predicate, and and take its answer as the argument span. Then, for each resource independently, we align each question answer pair to the predicate-argument arc with the highest relative overlap between the argument span and answer span such that the predicate is present in the question. This measures coverage of relations in these resources without relying on the details of span-finding decisions.
Results Of our 253 sentences from the Penn Treebank, 150 have QA-SRL labels, 223 have PropBank labels, and 232 have NomBank labels. We measure recall on these sentences in a series of simulated experiments by sampling n annotators out of 5 for each grouping of target words, simulating the situation for the training set (1 annotator) and the dev/test sets (3 annotators).
The results are shown in Figure 6 . Single annotators cover over 60% of the relationships, and the number quickly increases as more annotations are provided by additional independent judgements. We manually examined 25 sentences for the 5-annotator case to study sources of coverage loss. In comparison to PropBank and NomBank, the missing dependencies are due to missing QA pairs (44%), mistakes in our alignment heuristic (28%), and subtle modifiers/idiomatic uses (28%). For example, annotators sometimes overlook phrases such as so far (marked as a temporal modifier in PropBank) or let's (where 's is marked as a core verbal argument). Comparing to QA-SRL, 60% of the missed relations are inferred/ambiguous relations that are common in that dataset. Missed QA pairs in QA-SRL account for another 20%.
Discussion
In aggregate, these analyses show that the QAMR labels capture the same kinds of predicateargument structures as existing resources. However, when only gathering annotations from one annotator for each target word (as in our training set), the recall on these relations is low compared to expert-annotated structures, which may pose challenges to learning. Improving the annotation and structure induction (for example, by adding a second crowdsourcing stage to fill in the missing relations identified in step 3 of our structure induction algorithm) is an interesting avenue of future work.
Related Work
In addition to the semantic formalisms (Palmer et al., 2005; Meyers et al., 2004; Banarescu et al., 2013; He et al., 2015) we have already discussed, FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998 ) also focuses predicate-argument structure, but has more finegrained argument types. Gerber and Chai (2010) target implicit nominal arguments. Stanovsky and Dagan (2016) annotate non-restrictive noun phrase modifiers on top of QA-SRL. Other linguistically motivated annotation schemes include UCCA (Abend and Rappoport, 2013) , HSPG treebanks (Flickinger et al., 2017) , and the Groningen meaning bank (Basile et al., 2012) .
Crowdsourcing has also been applied to gather annotations of structure in the setup of multiple choice questions, for example, to recover Dowty's semantic proto-roles (Reisinger et al., 2015; and for human-in-the-loop parsing and classification (He et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2016; Werling et al., 2015) . Wang et al. (2017) use crowdsourcing with question-answer pairs to annotate some PropBank roles directly. The paraphrases of implicit relations that arose in our annotations are closely related to the approach of Nakov (2008) , which used crowdsourcing to paraphrase the semantic relations in noun compounds.
Question-answering tasks such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , MCTest (Richardson et al., 2013) , and VQA (Antol et al., 2015) also use crowdsourcing for cheap and scalable collection of question-answer pairs, albeit for very different end purposes.
Conclusion and Future Work
QAMR provides a new way of thinking about meaning representations: using open-ended, natural language annotation to represent rich semantic structure. This paradigm allows for representing a broad range of semantic phenomena with data that can be easily gathered from any native speaker. How to best model these phenomena is an open challenge, which our annotation scheme could support studying at a relatively large scale. We have prioritized predicate-argument structure, but in future work the approach may be extended to other semantic phenomena, multi-sentence contexts, and larger scales with human-in-the-loop or on-the-job learning.
